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Old data flow

A lot of email that no one wants to read!
 
Hard to search for old results.
 
Hard to compare old with new results.
 
We can not send all data (logs/graphs/files) that user may need...
 
Testing servers can not exchange data with each other, making tasks 
like generating summaries/tests report hard to implement.
 
Realistically results can only consist of text logs...



New data flow

We don't have to send so many large emails now, user could retrieve information 
on a need-to-know basis!  
All test results are searchable now!
We can store full results of tests in DB (including all files) and provide it to user on 
request.
Results could consist of logs/graphs/picture/pdf... anything!
Side-by-side comparison of results of two revisions.
Testing servers can retrieve previous results from DB and use it to compare data 
and generate summaries.



Available test types

Unit tests 
 
Integration (regression) tests 
 
Performance benchmark tests
 
Scientific daily tests (single CPU)
 
Scientific weekly tests (single CPU)
 
Scientific cluster tests (run on condor guided 80CPU cluster)

 
 
  
 524 Unit tests, 41 Integration tests, 12 Scientific tests, 9 Performance tests



List of currently implemented scientific tests:

1. abinitio 
2. dna_interface_design     [provide pass/fail flag]
3. docking
4. ligand_docking
5. loop
6. membrane
7. monomer_ddg
8. multi_residue_ligand_docking
9. relax

10. rna_denovo                     [provide pass/fail flag]
11. rna_design                      [provide pass/fail flag]
12. sequence_recovery







Available emails 
[mini-logs] 'Nightly tests results': Unit test + Integration tests + daily scientific tests 
results.
 
[mini-logs] 'Daily change log': svn change log for the last 24h + build tests results.
 
[mini-logs] 'Performance benchmark': Latest result of performance benchmark tests + 
comparison with previous results.
 
[rosetta++logs] 'DailySummary': Provide daily overview and state of Mini branch which 
include build status, tests change/broken status, latest dates of successful run of 
scientific tests.
 
[personal] 'Observer notification emails': Notify users if certain unit/integration test fails. 
(Each developer can customize this by providing list of tests that he want to 'observe')
 
[personal/mini-logs] 'Commit confirmation email'/'Build/tests broken notification email': 
provide detailed information for each svn commit to main Mini trunk. This include: build 
status for each of 5 standard builds, results of unit tests, results of integration tests, C++ 
build warnings.



Testing Servers

Revision-by-revision testing daemon. 8 CPU high-end Linux box. 
Run build/unit/integration for each revision.
 
Nightly test daemon. Provide nightly SVN change log, daily 
scientific tests, performance benchmark tests.
 
Weekly single CPU scientific test daemon.
 
Cluster scientific test daemon. 104 CPU RosettaCommons 
dedicated cluster.



Fun facts

Since October 2008:
 

~ 9,000 tests suites ran
 
~ 900,000 individual tests executed. 
 
~ 9,000 emails was sent to users (~250Mb). 
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Brief overview of RosettaTests web site 
features.
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Next priorities 
1. Assist users in adding pass/fail criteria to scientific benchmarks.

 
2. Add better performance (speed) benchmarks.

 
3. Upgrade to gcc 4.1!

 
4. Simplify debugging of the tests.

 
Create a way to debug cluster scientific tests on single CPU machines.
 
Add option to download testing server binaries.
 

5. Add more features to website to improve usability.



Suggestions and feedback welcome!


